**School of Business, Logistics, & Supply Chain**

Accounting - TC, AAS, AS^  
- Professional Bookkeeping and Payroll CT  
- Enrolled Agent - CT

Business Administration* - CT, TC, AAS, AS^  
- Human Resources - CT  
- Digital Marketing - CT  
- Global Workforce Skills - CT  
- Insurance - CT  
- Business Administration - CT  
- Applied Organizational Leadership Studies - CT

Business Operations, Applications, and Technology-TC, AAS^  
- Microsoft Office Specialist - CT

Supply Chain Management - TC, AAS, AS^  
- Supply Chain Management/Logistics – CT  
- CDL Plus – CT

Visual Communications - TC, AAS, AS  
- Visual Communications—Photography Concentration – AAS

**School of Information Technology**

Computer Science* - AS**

Cyber Security/Information Assurance - TC^, AAS^, AS^  
- Cyber Security Incident Analyst - CT  
- Security Operations Center Specialist - CT

Data Analytics - CT^, TC^, AAS^, AS^  
Informatics* - CT^, TC^, AAS^, AS^  
Information Technology Support - CT^, TC^, AAS^  
- IT Help Desk - CT^

Cloud Technologies - TC, AAS  
- Linux Administration - CT  
- Microsoft Administration - CT

Software Development - TC^, AAS^, AS^  
- Web Application Development - CT  
- Website Design - CT

**School of Public Affairs & Social Services**

Criminal Justice* - TC, AAS, AS  
- Professionalism in Corrections - CT  
- Professionalism in Policing - CT

Early Childhood Education* - TC, AAS^, AS  
- Early Childhood Administration - CT  
- Early Childhood Education CDA Process - CT

Homeland Security/ Public Safety - TC, AAS, AS**

Human Services* - TC, AAS, AS**^  
- Elder Care Professional - CT

Human Services Youth Development Concentration - CT, TC, AAS

Human Services Addiction Studies - CT, TC, AAS

Legal Studies - AS**  
Paralegal Studies - TC, AAS**

**School of Arts, Sciences & Education**

Associate Accelerated Program (ASAP)

Liberal Arts - AA, AS (ASAP - Graduate in 1 year)

Biology* - AS  
Education - TC

Elementary Education* - AS  
General Studies - AGS^  
Professional and Community Communication - CT

Psychology* - AS^  
Secondary Education - Biology - AS*  
Secondary Education - Math - AS*  
Indiana College Core (Start as a Sophomore) – TC^  

**School of Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering, and Applied Science & Frank L. Hilton School of Health Sciences on back >**

* Denotes Transfer as a Junior programs. Transfer as a Junior programs, officially known as TSAP (Transfer Single Articulation Pathways) programs, are based upon a curriculum agreed upon across all of the public institutions in Indiana. These programs allow you to graduate from Ivy Tech Community College with an associate degree, then transfer directly to the four-year college or university directly as a junior. Learn more at ivytech.edu/tsap.
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AAS: Associate of Applied Science  
AS: Associate of Science  
TC: Technical Certificate  
CT: Certificate  
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School of Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering & Applied Science

Advanced Automation & Robotics Technology - TC, AAS
  • Mechatronics - CT

Automotive Technology - AAS
  • Maintenance and Light Repair - CT
  • Automotive Service Technology - TC

Building Construction Management - AAS^

CNC Production Machinist - TC

Design Technology - TC, AS, AAS^
  • Architectural Design - CT
  • Computer Graphics - CT
  • Computer Aided Design - CT
  • Mechanical Design - CT

Energy Technology, AAS
  • Electric Line Concentration - TC
  • Power Plant Technology - TC

Engineering Technology - TC, AAS

Engineering Transfer (University of Evansville) - AS

Engineering Transfer (Univ. of Southern Indiana) - AS

Environmental (Interior) Design - TC, AAS^

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Technology (HVAC) - CT, TC, AAS

Industrial Technology - AAS
  • Industrial Electrical - CT, TC
  • Industrial Mechanical - CT, TC
  • Process Operations - TC
  • Structural Welding - CT
  • Welding - TC

Machine Tool Technology – CT

Learn more at link.ivytech.edu/evprograms

Frank L. Hilton, MD School of Health Sciences

Healthcare Specialist - CT, TC, AAS
  • Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) - CT
  • Dementia Care - CT
  • Personal Fitness Trainer - CT
  • Phlebotomy - CT
  • Qualified Medication Aide (QMA) - CT

Medical Assisting - TC, AAS
  • Medical Office Administration - CT
  • Outpatient Insurance Coding - CT

Paramedic Science - TC, AAS
  • Basic Emergency Medical Studies - CT

Surgical Technology - AAS

Therapeutic Massage - CT, TC, AAS

AAS: Associate of Applied Science  AS: Associate of Science  TC: Technical Certificate  CT: Certificate
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